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SAANKETHIKA 5.0
(GENERAL RULES)

 Students are allowed to participate in multiple events.
Participants must be registered attendees of the fest and meet specific eligibility criteria for
each event.
Participants need to register for the events they want to participate in within the specified
registration period.
In a single event, a school can have any number of entries except Aagaz, Dance of Change and
Battle of Bands (utmost 2 entries from each school)
Schools are welcome to participate in multiple events.
Reporting time for all the events is 8:30 Am



COLOUR ME PRETTY 
(FACE PAINTING COMPETITION)

 
It is a team event. There can be only 2 participants in a team.
Participants should bring their own colors, brushes, etc.
Time limit is 60 minutes.
Theme for the competition is "Marine Life".
Participants will be judged on the basis of creativity, innovation, and design.
Painters are responsible for their own supplies. All paints must be made for use on the skin
(skin friendly) .
Hair styling will not be the part of judgement. 
Decision of the judges will be final.



JAM 
(JUST A MINUTE EXTEMPORE)

 
 The topic shall be given on the spot 2 minutes before the speech.

Each participant shall be given 2 minutes to prepare and 2 minutes to deliver. 
Marks will be deducted if the speaker exceeds the time limit.
Language used can be Hindi or English but not bilingual.
No objection shall be entertained as the decision of the Jury Members shall be the final.
The participant will be allowed to select the topic only once.
The participant shall not be allowed to carry any paper or material with him/her during the speech.
Use of sound effects, microphones or props is disallowed.
Dramatic style is considered disqualified.



Only team entries are allowed, and each team shall consist of two to five students. 
The questions shall be related to Commerce & Business, Technology, Science, General awareness
etc.
The decision of the quiz-master will be final and will not be subject to any change.
The participants shall not be allowed to use mobile or other electronic instruments or any study
material.
The questions shall be in the form of multiple choice, true/false statement, specific answer
question etc.
Audience/Supporters shall not give any hintsor clues to the competitors.
Replacement of any participant of a team is not allowed in between the competition.
Prior registration is mandatory for participation.

BIZTECH 
(QUIZ)



BATTLE OF BANDS 
(ROCK BAND COMPETITION)

 There should be minimum of 4 members in the band.
The participating band is required to bring their own instruments except amplifier and mics
which shall be provided by the organizing committee.
Every band must perform minimum 10 minutes and maximum 15 minutes. If the time is not
adhered to, the band shall be penalized with deduction of scores from the final score.
Songs can be original or cover songs.
Band name and lyrics of performance songs should not contain any offensiveness.
On the day of performance, band members must be dressed in clothing free from obscenities.
Each band will be given 5 minutes to set up and 5 minutes to break down their equipment so
please keep this in mind when designing your set.
The judgement criteria for the competition: • Stage presence • Distinctiveness • Choice of
Song/Content • Technical Proficiency & Musical Quality
The decision of the judges shall be final.



Only team entries are allowed, and each team shall consist of 10 to 15 students. 
Time limit is 15-20 minutes.        
Negative points for exceeding the time limit.
The participants should bring & wear proper costumes & makeup. 
No props will be provided by the coordinators. Participants can carry their own props.                 
Extra time will not be given for preparation. 
Decision of the judges will be final and binding.

AGAAZ 
(STREET PLAY ) 



DANCE OF CHANGE
(A BLEND OF CLASSICAL & WESTERN DANCE)

 Time limit is a maximum of 10 minutes for each performance. negative marking for 
exceeding the time limit.
Each team may have 8-10 members.
The participants should bring & wear proper costumes & makeup. 
Choose a song track that compliments the fusion of style and reinforces the theme of change.
The participants are requested to bring a pen drive to avoid technical disturbance.
No props will be provided by the coordinators. Participants can carry their own props.
Dance performance should not convey any indecent gestures.
A green room would be given for changing purposes.
 Props for the dance performance must be arranged and removed after the performance by 
the participants themselves. For the arrangement of the stage, five minutes will be given.After the
performance, five minutes will be given for clearing the stage.
 Decision of the judges will be final and binding.



Pre-registration is mandatary for participating in the event.
Only individual entries will be allowed.
The craft must be made by hand.It should be an original creation.
Any other material required by the participants like tables and chairs would be made
available at the venue on prior information.
Judgment will be done on the basis of creativity, uniqueness, best out of waste used &
presentation .
The decision of jury members will be final.

DAZZLING DIY
 (HANDY CRAFT)


